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Dr. B.R. Ambedkar National Law University, Sonepat (for short "DBRANLU") was
established by the State Government of Haryana in the year 2012 vide State
Legislature Act No. 15 of 2012 in the education hub of India; Rajiv Gandhi
Education City, Rai, Sonepat. The institution has a state-of-the-art, lush green
campus. DBRANLU is the only National Law University in Haryana. The location
provides a positive and congenial environment for legal education and
professional training besides overall development of students. The university has
firmly resolved to impart advanced legal education, to hone practical legal skills
and interdisciplinary understanding, keeping in view the requirements of a just
and equitable society. 

DBRANLU has been established to serve the society by providing professionally
competent and pragmatic law abiding citizens with scientific and objective
temperament bearing well rounded personalities, who know much more than law.
In this era of technology and globalization, we envisage a process of legal
education by imparting value based, intellectually stimulating academic
environments whereby our students are not only the leaders in various streams of
legal profession but also develop proper aptitude to serve. Our primary vision is to
shape legal education as an instrument to provide Justice- Social, Economic and
Political. The University also offers a range of extracurricular activities and events
throughout the year, providing students with valuable opportunities to engage
with experts in the legal field, network with their peers, and develop important
skills.



Welcome to SwarnUtsav, a one-of-a-kind cultural cum legal fest brought to you by
the bright minds of DBRANLU. SwarnUtsav offers a unique opportunity to
celebrate culture and showcase legal talent and creativity simultaneously. It
combines the best of both worlds and provides a platform for students to engage
with the legal community while enjoying a range of cultural activities.
The name SwarnUtsav, which translates to 'Golden Festival,' symbolizes the city of
Sonipat in Haryana, India, where the fest is held. Sonipat has always been a hub of
culture and learning, and we are proud to add to its legacy with our fest.
SwarnUtsav is the first flagship event amongst the younger National Law
Universities, where law meets culture.
We believe that culture and law go hand in hand, and our fest offers a range of
events that combine legal knowledge with creativity and talent. From legal debates
and discussions, we provide a platform for budding legal minds to engage with the
legal community and showcase their skills and bring together some of the most
inventive and intellectual young minds from law universities across the country for
an exhilarating and thought-provoking experience. Our legal events are not only
educational but also entertaining.
In addition to our legal events, we have a wide range of cultural activities, from
classical to modern, from the serene to the electrifying. We promise to leave you
mesmerized and provide an experience that you will cherish forever.
Our star night featuring a famous artist is the cherry on top of the cake, but we
are equally proud of our collaborations with top law firms, great sponsorships, and
star support. These partnerships allow us to create a unique and memorable event
that brings together law and culture.
So, what are you waiting for? Come join us and witness the magic of law and
culture at the SwarnUtsav. Let's celebrate together and create memories that will
last a lifetime!



Stay clean and sober: SwarnUtsav is a drug and alcohol-free event. Please
don't bring any tobacco products or contrabands to the fest.
Take care of the campus: We want to keep our campus look great, so please
don't damage any college property. If you do, there may be a penalty to cover
the costs of repairs.
Show respect to everyone: We're all here to have fun and celebrate culture and
law, so please be kind and respectful to your fellow attendees. Any immoral or
unethical behavior won't be tolerated and may result in expulsion from the fest.
Leave your pets at home: As much as we love our furry friends, we can't allow
pets on the campus.
Keep your identity card safe: If you lose your identity card, please report it
immediately to the registration desk. If someone uses your card, both you and
the impersonator will be escorted off the campus.
Keep it green: We're proud to say that our campus is a plastic-free zone. Please
help us keep it that way!
Stick to the team cap: To make sure that everyone has a fair chance to
participate, we can't allow more members than the team cap or individuals who
haven't registered for the fest to enter the campus.
Be on your best behavior: We reserve the right to disqualify participants who
violate our rules or show misconduct. Unfortunately, we can't offer refunds in
any case.

Hey there, we're excited to have you at SwarnUtsav! In order to ensure that
everyone has a great time and stays safe, we've put together a few rules and
regulations that we'd like everyone to follow.
 

Let's have a great time together and celebrate culture and law in style!



StarStar
NightNight  
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The participants would be putting forward Folk Dance

performance(s) in a group of not less than 6 members

and not more than 15 members. The dance

performance would be based on social causes and

related themes such as drug abuse, female foeticide,

etc. The performance needs to be a minimum of 3

minutes and not more than 8 minutes.

The participants would have to stage a solo dance act,

the length of which cannot exceed 5 minutes, but

should not be less than 3 minutes. In breach of time

limit, there would be negative marking. The

participants would be adjudged based on their

costumes, visual presentations and dance forms. The

teams are free to choose the themes of their

performance

The participants, in a group of 15 members (at max.,

including coordinators) would have to stage a group

dance performance, with a length of not less than 5

minutes, but not exceeding 8 minutes, on a song of

their own choice. There would be negative marking in

case of breach of time limit. A minimum of 5 members

are mandatory to be present on stage. Non compliance

of this would result in Negative marking.

POC:
Himadri Badoni 7455057857
Khushi Vasisth 7339997876 

POC:
Himadri Badoni 7455057857
Khushi Vasisth 7339997876 

POC:
Chetna Choudhary 9001193311 
Ujjwal Sindhu 935020605

Registration Link Rule Book Link

https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YdBTm8vrIt8k1NYvtwJsMGJrJJusRzzS/view?usp=share_link


In a team of 4-15 members, the participants would be

staging a Band performance on a song of their own

choice, the length of which should not be less than 4

minutes, but should not exceed 10 minutes. There

would be negative marking if the performance exceeds

the given time limit. The song can be of any language.

No pre-recorded compositions are allowed to play.

There is no restriction on the choice of

songs/original compositions.

Individual participants would be staging a solo

singing act based on the song of their own choice. The

act needs to be a minimum of 2 minutes long and

cannot exceed 5 minutes. Exceeding the stipulated

time would result in negative marking. The

participants cannot refer to any song lyrics while

performing.

In the group singing performance, the participants

shall be in a group of not more than 6 participants

and 3 accompanists. Each group would be provided a

max. of 7 minutes for their performance and not less

than 3 minutes, failing which there would be negative

marking for exceeding the time limit. 

POC:
Genav  8572037334
Somesh Rai 9452702277

POC:
Prince Kaushik 7497841703
Rudra Vyas 902492217

POC:
Prince Kaushik 7497841703
Manasvi Garg 9897837382

Registration Link Rule Book Link

https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YdBTm8vrIt8k1NYvtwJsMGJrJJusRzzS/view?usp=share_link


Open Mic performance by solo participants will be

presented which can include Shayari, Poetry, Stand-up

and Story-telling. Each individual would be provided

5 minutes to perform their act. The medium of

language can be either English or Hindi.
POC:
Abhuday 7417798778 
Pranav Dhariwal 8307733503

There would be a Fashion performance of students in

a team of 5-10 members. The theme of the performance

should be based on Folk/Indo-Western (80’s and 90’s

Era). Each team would be given 20 minutes for their

performance, exceeding which there would be a time

limit. The participants would be adjudged based on

costumes, fashion sense, theme, walking stance,

attitude and tagline. Failure to arrive on

announcement would result in disqualification.

Irrelevant bare body exposure is prohibited.

POC:
Aurorea 9354277351
Himanjali Gautam 8368724390

Registration Link Rule Book Link

https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YdBTm8vrIt8k1NYvtwJsMGJrJJusRzzS/view?usp=share_link
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Art enthusiasts are invited to come and showcase

their talent through rangoli designs. The art teams

would be comprised of 2-5 members. There would be a

total of 10 participating teams, selected on a first

come, first serve basis. Each team would be given 4

hours to complete their rangoli design. There would

be one round of the competition. The members are

required to arrange all the necessary material by

themselves. Copying of designs from external sources

is strictly prohibited, non compliance of which would

lead to disqualification of the team. 

Participants would form a team of 2 for the event.

There would be a total of 10 participating teams,

selected on first come, first serve basis. The teams

would be given 1 hour for their task. No part of the

design may be applied to the model’s face prior to the

start of the time clock. Model’s hair may not be used

to enhance the design. Design may not use things like

acrylic paints, airbrush system, stencils, masks,

prosthetic pieces etc. 

The individual participants would be executing a

canvas painting. Each participant would be given 1.5

hours for painting the canvas. The painting should be

original and creative and related to the theme. The

artist has to prepare a maximum of 3 minutes of

presentation to describe their artwork. There would

be a total of 15 participants, selected on a first come,

first serve basis. 

POC:
Bhumika Dahiya7027272727
Vatsal Vatta 8764310553

POC:
Lakshay Byadwal 7725922057 
Bhumkia Dahiya 7027272727

POC:
Himanjali Gautam 8368724390 
Yash Chandan 9034377251

Registration Link Rule Book Link

https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YdBTm8vrIt8k1NYvtwJsMGJrJJusRzzS/view?usp=share_link
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Group of 4 students would be asked to create a

marketing plan including creating a full-fledged

creative campaign. A conceptual ad of either a product

or a service is to be presented. Ideas should be

presented which are relevant to creating social

awareness. The topics for the Ad-Mad Show will be

given on the spot. Each team would have 15 minutes

for the preparation. Maximum time limit for

performing the Ad would be 5 minutes. 

The participants, in a group of 6-12 members, would

have to stage a drama performance on themes

relevant to current social issues with creative

improvisation/satire. The performance of each group

should not exceed 20 minutes and not less than 8

minutes. Points would be deducted for exceeding the

time limit. 

Street play would be performed by the participants

for a length of 20 minutes at max. There would be

negative marking in case of breach and exceeding of

time limit. No time for rehearsal/stage practice will

be given during the fest. Language of the Street Play

can be Hindi or English.

POC:
Mayank Khaitan  9831783297
Tanish Dogra  8279960882

POC:
Yash Gupta 8708791762 
Saira Khan 9897409578

POC:
Vatsal Vatta 8764310553 
Anuj Sen 8349359281

Registration Link Rule Book Link

https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YdBTm8vrIt8k1NYvtwJsMGJrJJusRzzS/view?usp=share_link
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Photo submissions for the competition require a maximum

file size of 5MB in jpg/jpeg format, with a watermark on

the bottom right corner. Only DSLR or phone cameras are

allowed, and simple adjustments are permitted. Photos

cannot be digitally composed or edited and must remain

unaltered. The University can use the photo for exhibition

and social media, and entries past the deadline will not be

accepted.

Theme: The beauty of abstract photography is that it

allows the photographer to express their creativity and

imagination without the constraints of representing

reality. The possibilities are endless.

Photo submissions for the competition require a maximum

file size of 5MB in jpg/jpeg format, with a watermark on

the bottom right corner. Only DSLR or phone cameras are

allowed, and simple adjustments are permitted. The

University can use the photo for exhibition and social

media, and entries past the deadline will not be accepted.

Theme: Urban life, Rural life, People and cultures, Street

art, Reflections and shadows, Minimalism. 

The event is open to all individuals or groups interested

in creating short films using photography. Entries must be

original works shot on any device, at least 720p

resolution, and should not exceed 15 minutes. Themes

include mental health, climate change, and social causes,

and participants must have legal rights to all elements

used. Films can be in any language, but English subtitles

are required if not in English or Hindi.

POC:
Anuj Sen 8349359281 
Arjav 9425141694

POC:
Arjav 9425141694 
Arnab 8292790598

POC:
Sahil Bainsla 6377862601 
Jyotika Shukla 8923419224

Registration Link Rule Book Link

https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YdBTm8vrIt8k1NYvtwJsMGJrJJusRzzS/view?usp=share_link
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The competition is online and students from any

university/college can participate in it. The

participants need to be present at the allotted time

otherwise they will be disqualified. The matches will

be single elimination knockout rounds and the semi

finals/finals will be played in “best of three” rounds.

Teaming-up with other players is strictly prohibited

and will lead to disqualification. 

The game will start after the consent from both

players and after the referee has announced the

rules. The game will be for 25mins with an increment

of 3secs for every move played. The opposite player

will forfeit the game if the other player does not

turn up within 15mins. Use of electronic items will be

prohibited while playing the game.

POC:
Ayushman Aghnihotri 9536930088 
Mayank Dhariwal 7082277656

POC:
Sumit Saini 7742347472
Ayush Beniwal 7497881740

Registration Link Rule Book Link

https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YdBTm8vrIt8k1NYvtwJsMGJrJJusRzzS/view?usp=share_link
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The article must be original and unpublished and not

pending for review before any other publishing

platform and any form of plagiarism would result in

immediate disqualification (not exceeding 15%

otherwise be rejected). The word limit for the same

shall be 1500-2000 words and will be accepted only

through the google form link

In collaboration with Niti Tantra this Policy Drafting

Competition is open for all students of any

recognized universities, lawyers, academicians and

others. One can participate individually or in a team

of max. 3 members. There will be two rounds: the

Preliminary Round of Policy Paper Evaluation in

which top 12 papers will be selected and be called for

the Final Round of Policy Impact Assessment

Evaluation (PIAE) in which the participants shall give

presentation or infographic video in max. of 10

minutes in front of panel of judges. Last date of paper

submission is 15th April, 2023 and Presentation

session on 22nd April,2023

Within this competition a team of 2 participants shall

be given max. of 100 min to investigate, jot down

relevant points, investigation of suspects and analyze

the crime scene and physical evidences by observing

and not touching the evidence. The teams are to

hypothesize the best possible story behind the

incident and conclude the guilt of the suspect/s.

POC:
Advityaa Makkar  8800901810 
Saud Siddiqui 9424469257

POC:
Sankalp Chaudhary 8890602105
Mayuri Saxena 7668624406

POC:
Saksham Tyagi  9871090393 
Saira Khan 9897409578

Registration Link Rule Book Link

https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YdBTm8vrIt8k1NYvtwJsMGJrJJusRzzS/view?usp=share_link


The quiz competition is being organized with objective

of providing a unique platform to students from

various disciplines such as law, management,

humanities or other equivalent programmes to

examine their knowledge in various domains.

The debate competition is created with the intention

of exposing students to complex situations. This

competition aims to break the shackles of regionalism

by bringing together brilliant minds from all over

the country on a single platform, giving them the

opportunity to speak their minds on issues of critical

importance.

Students enrolled in 3 year or 5 year ll.b. programme   

from any recognized University/College/institution

can participate as a team of two. a total 24 teams will

be selected for the competition. There will be a total

of 4 rounds in the competition which shall be theme

specific. The topic for counseling shall be provided

24 hours prior the competition and the client will be

provided on the spot. A written memorandum that

identifies the client’s problem shall be given to the

participants prior to the competition. The students

are expected to draw forth the preferred outcome,

nature of the problem and suggest to the client. 

POC:
Chirag Goyal 8572865543 
Jaya Sharma 8648888900

POC:
Mayank Khaitan 9831783297 
Surbhi Jindal 9518895746

POC:
Manvir Singh 7056795750 
Srashti Rana 7477059191

Registration Link Rule Book Link

https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YdBTm8vrIt8k1NYvtwJsMGJrJJusRzzS/view?usp=share_link


Three days accommodation including breakfast starting from 21st (morning)
to 24th April (morning) at Hotel for a cost of 1900 Rupees.
Participants will be provided deluxe AC room on sharing basis.

Transportation will be provided from the hotel to the university twice a day at
specific times.
Participants are advised to plan their schedules accordingly.

Accommodation:

Transportation:

Registration for accommodation: https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav

https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav


Please find the below bank details.

Bank Name: HDFC BANK

Beneficiary Name: Registrar DBRANLU

Account Number: 50100156483861

IFSC Code: HDFC0002433

 

Registration fess shall be accepted in the form of direct transfer/RTGS/NEFT

Each participant have to register for the event through the link or QR Code
given below:

https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav

Note: There is no provision of online payment via UPI or any other form. The
registration amount can be only be paid to above mentioned account directly.

https://linktr.ee/swarnutsav




NOTE:   Registration for Star Night and Stand-up Special will
be done separately by paying Rs. 350/-, prior participation
in one of the competitions is mandatory for the same 



FOR OTHER QUERIES CONTACT THE FOLLOWING:
 

  UJJWAL SINDHU:9350206050
  CHETNA CHOUDHARY: 9001193311

ANUJ SEN: 8349359281
  RAJEEV BHUTYAL: 6006073499

  RUDRA VYAS: 9024922177
  KUNAL GUPTA: 8077165836

 
YOU CAN ALSO MAIL YOUR QUERIES:

 
swarnutsav@dbranlu.ac.in

FEST COORDINATORS
 

SARTHAK JAIN                        KUDRAT MAAN
            jainsarthak802@gmail.com         kudratmann27@gmail.com     

 

ADDRESS 
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar National Law University, Rajiv Gandhi

Education City, Rai, Haryana 131021

mailto:swarnutsav@dbranlu.ac.in
mailto:jainsarthak802@gmail.com
mailto:kudratmann27@gmail.com
mailto:kudratmann27@gmail.com

